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Light Commercial Warranty
Frame: Lifetime | Parts: 5 years | Labor: 1 year

Residential Warranty
Frame: Lifetime | Parts: 10 years | Labor: 2 years

Measurements  Max User  300 lbs.
   Weight  119.5 lbs.
Dimensions  Length   64 in.
   Width  25.5 in. 

 - Bluetooth Enabled i.Concept Console
 - Polar® Heart Rate Strap Compatible
 - Contact Heart Rate Grips
 - 26 Built-in Programs
 - Walk-Through Entry Design
 - Electronic Resistance Adjustment
 - 24 Levels of Resistance
 - Fingertip Resistance Controls
 - Fore/Aft Seat Adjustment
 - Reclining Seat Back
 - Oversized Sure-Grip Pedals
 - Water Bottle Holder
 - Transportation Wheels

The LK500Ri recumbent will set a new standard for light commercially rated equipment. It incorporates innovative 
features from our previous award winning models, packed into a commercial grade design. With commercial quality 
and Bluetooth enabled i.Concept technology, the LK500Ri is perfect in any environment.

 Ô i.Concept console allows you to use your tablet or smart 
phone to seamlessly interface with the equipment via 
Bluetooth
 Ô Easy walk-through design for safe entry and exit
 Ô 26 Built-in programs and 24 levels of electronically 
controlled resistance with additional program profiles 
available through downloadable apps
 Ô Comfortable reclining seat back provides a custom fit for all 
users
 Ô Convenient fingertip resistance controls allow for quick 
adjustments without losing focus on your workout
 Ô Polar® wireless HR compatible.  Use a Polar heart rate 
chest strap to readout your HR on the display console or 
interact with built-in HR control programming

over IOO years of innovation

LK500Rirecumbent

SPECIFICATIONS

Download the free
Pafers Apps for your
compatible Apple® or

Android® device

Use your tablet or 
smartphone to seamlessly

interface with the equipment
via Bluetooth®

Enjoy all of your
favorite apps

while exercising
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